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ABSTRACT
 

Some of the interesting things one would like to learn using e±, 1/' and y beams 

derived from a 500-GeV proton beam from NAL are discussed. Topics discussed 

include: 
A. fL-e relative locality and radiative corrections 
B. Excited state of fL ± 
C. Heavy leptons and W bosons 
D. Inelastic fL (or B) + P scatterings 
E. Production of p by a virtual y from proton. 

The amazing thing about NAL is that even though it is a proton machine, it will 

produce enough high-energy e±, fL±, and y beams to make unique contributions to the 

fields of very high energy electromagnetic interactions until SLAC becomes a long

duty-cycle machine at energy equal to 200 GeV or more. I would like to summarize 

some of the interesting things one would like to learn using e ±, fL ±, and y beams from 

NAL. 

A. fL-e Relative Locality and Radiative Corrections 

According to quantum electrodynamics, a photon is coupled to an electron current 

or a fL current in the lowest order in e by 

(1 ) 

without any form factors. Furthermore, an excited state of e or fL does not exist: 

y +e + e *, (2) 

( 3) 

By comparing e + nucleus - e + anything and fL + nucleus - fL + anything at the same 

four-momentum transfer squared q2 and energy transfer v (but not necessarily at the 

same incident ener-gy or scattering angle), one can test whether e is more local than 

fL or vice versa, even though this comparison does not test whether both fL and e currents 

are local separately as given by Eq. (1). The only theoretical complication involved 

is the question of uncertainties in the radiative corrections, especially noninfrared 

parts of the two-photon exchange diagrams and the noninfrared parts of the interference 
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terms between the bremsstrahlung from the lepton and hadron currents. Fortunately, 

both of these two effects can be checked by comparing IJ.+ with IJ. - (or e + with e -). From the 

point of view of radiative corrections, muons have definite advantages over electrons 

because the radiative correction due to internal bremsstrahlung for electrons is roughly 

the same as that given by two external radiators with one placed before and one after 
1 

the scattering, each of thickness 

(4) 

radiation lengths. The ratio of the probability of fl internal bremsstrahlung to that of 

e internal bremsstrahlung is given by 

2)[In (_q2 Imfl2 ) - 1 ] I [ In (_q2 Im - 1 ] , (5)
e 

2
which is roughly 1/2.75 for _q2 ~ 10 GeV The muon bremsstrahlung in the target 

(called the external bremsstrahlung or straggling effect) is reduced by a factor oi 
t/3),(m 1m )2 (z/z + 1) (In2 Elm )/In(t83 z- ( 6) 

e fl fl 

compared with the electron bremsstrahlung in the target. This shows that in order to 

minimize the radiative corrections, the target thickness in the e nucleus scattering 

should not be much greater than the one given by Eq. (4), whereas for muon scatterings 

the radiative corrections are practically independent of the target thickness, hence a 

very long target can be used. On the other hand, this also shows the major difficulty 

of the muon experiments, namely muon beams, cannot be collimated easily by a simple 

slit because the slit won't stop muons. When the final states of hadrons are measured 

and its center-of-mass energy <called missing mass) is known, the radiative correc

tions simplify greatly; one does not have to worry about the radiative tails due to the 

excitation of smaller missing-mass states as in the single-arm experiment. 1 

B. Excited State of fl 
3

Whether an excited state of fl exists [see Eqs. (2) and (3)] can be tested easily 

by Primakoff-like effect: 

y,: 
fl+z-fl +z 

Lfl +,/, 

where z is a heavy nucleus to supply a Coulomb field for the conversion. 

C. Heavy Leptons and W± Bosons 

The existence of a muon is a puzzle in physics. The question arises naturally 

if there are other leptons in nature besides e , p , and their associated neutrinos v and 
e 
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v • From analogy to e and Ii, we expect the heavy lepton to obey the laws of quantum
Ii 

electrodynamics in its interaction with a photon and decay via weak interactions: 

£ + u. +v- v£ Ii 

+ + 
£ ~ v£ + Ii + v 

Ii' 

+£ +e - v£ ve' 

+ + s +e + v- v£ e 

Perl et al. 4 have investigated the existence of heavy leptons by photo-pair production. 

The trouble is that even if the heavy leptons exist, they are likely to decay r apid Iy 

without being detected directly. They detected none but were able to give a lower limit 

to its mass as a function of life t Irn c . Obviously a better way to discover the existence 

of heavy leptons is to measure their decay products. 

The long duty-cycle and high-energy y beam from NAL is uniquely suited for 

investigating the existence of charged heavy leptons (£ ±) and weak vector mesons (w±) 

by photo-pair production. The calculations for both processes 

y + nucleus -> £ + + i - + anything5 

ano 
+ - 6 

y + nucleus - w + W + anything 

7
exist. W. Y. Lee proposed an ingeneous scheme to detect the charged leptonic decay 

products from these two processes to minimize the background. The calculations of 

the energy-angle distributions of the decay products from these processes have not 

been done but can be done very accurately in terms of two form factors of the inelastic 
± ± 

e-nucleus scattering, masses and magnetic moments of 1 and w .and their branching ratios 
+ +

into the Ieptoni c modes. Because the spin density matrices for £ and £ (or wand 

w -) are correlated in the production, the calculations will be very compttcated, but 

the technique of such a calculation is known. (See, for example, the calculation of e + 

and IJ- energy-angle correlation from 

+ - + + 
e + e - \V + W ....... e + v + IJ- + v}l


e 

by Y. S. Tsai and A. C. Hearn. 8) It should be pointed out that the production rate of 

y + nucleus - w 
+

+ w + anything depends very sensitively upon the anomalous magnetic 

moment k of w± as pointed out by Berman and Tsai. 6 We also expect the energy and 
+ - - +

angle correlations between e and Ii (or e and Ii ) are very sensitively related to the 
5sign and magnitude of k of w± as indicated by the calculation of e + + e ~ w+ + w 
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mentioned above. Hence once the existence of w± is confirmed, one can determine its 

magnetic moment. There is an intriguing possibility that the T nonivariance in the 
9).weak interaction is due to the electric dipole moment of w± (Saltzman If T is vio

- -+ -lated, we expect to see an asymmetry proportional to Py' (e x j, ) in the interaction: 

Ie+
+ ve 

+ 
Y + nucleus - w + W + anything.

L,,- +v 

" 
7

A simple estimate of the counting rates shows that the experiment can test the exis

tence of J± and w± up to mass of 7 GeV using a photon beam derived from a 500 GeV 

proton beam. 

D. Inelastic" (or e) + p Scattering 

The most fundamental question in strong-interaction physics is whether the local 

field theory is really necessary to describe the hadronic system. For example, accord

ing to Chew, 10 a hadron is a composite particle of composite particles observed in the 

laboratory, and hence it is not necessary to talk about a bare field, dressing it up by 

turning on the strong interactions, etc. It is true that the local field theory gives us 

the neatest way to derive CPT theorem, spin and statistics, substitution rules, etc , , 

but it is also beset with difficulties such as the ultraviolet divergences and infinite 

renormalization constants. However, the same difficulties arise in quantum electro

dynamics and yet experimentally it has been shown that the locality is good up to 

- 4 x 10 -15 ern in quantum electrodynamics. It is interesting to see whether anyex

periment can be devised so that one can make a similar statement for hadrons. Large 

momentum transfer events in " + nucleon inelastic scatterings at NAL offer the best 

hope of being able to tell us something about this question. When a " is scattered at, 
2, 

say, q2 = 25 GeV one would like to know what really kicked the" so hard. The best 

way to find the answer is to see what COmes out from the target. Maybe one will see 

surprises such as a quark or a monopole getting knocked out. Maybe less exciting, 

but of equal physical significance, the multiplicity, species of particles emitted, and 
2

the momentum distribution of particles become functions of mission mass m 
f 

= q2 + 2m v + m 2 only but is independent of q2 after q2 reaches a certain value. This 
p p 2 2 

will mean that small q events are mainly scattering from the cloud, but large q 

events represent photons hitting something very tightly bound inside the proton resulting 

in a formation of a highly excited state whose mode of decay is independent of its mode 

of excitation, similar to the formation and decay of a compound nucleus in nuclear 

physics. If this picture is right, then the angular distribution of the secondaries 
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should be isotropic in the rest frame of the final hadron system. Another possibility
 
11
 

is Feynam's idea of parton model. In this model a proton is accompanied by (or 

consists of) a beam of virtual field quanta (called partons) which have a momentum 

distribution of 1 /Pi when viewed in a frame where the target proton is moving at infinite 

momentum, but the photon has a zero energy. 1». momentum distribution of the vir

tual field quanta comes from the analogy to the Weissacher-William's photons for a 

charged particle. and it also explains the fiat part of vw The virtual photons interact
2

. 

with the partons incoherently. The energy-momentum conservation requires then that 
2

the virtual photon characterized by q and v can hit only those partons which have 

momentum p., p./p = q2/2m v, where p is the momentum of the proton. There are 
1 1 - P 

many variations and versions to Feynman's parton idea. In Drell, Levy. and Yan's 

version, 12 the bare proton is the parton, In Bjorken's version, 13 quarks and anti 

quarks are par-tons, In Feynman's original version. charged vector mesons are the 

partons. If partons are scattered incoherently. we expect that there will be a jet of 

particles coming out from the target. Since nature seems to prefer exchange of zero 

quantum numbers at high energy, we expect this jet to have a large component which 

has the same quantum number as that of a par-ton, It is hoped that by observing the 

final states of hadrons in the f1 inelastic scatterings one can make the parton idea of 

Feynman from a science fiction into science. 

We have emphasized the importance of the measurements of hadronic final states 

in the muon scattering. This is meant to overcome some of the impression of experi

mentalists that theorists are interested only in w v ], Wi and W(l , v ] and W
1 2(q2, 2 

essentially represent the total cross sections of virtual y + p interactions as functions 

of v and q2 The reason why most of the theoretical papers are concerned with Wi and 

W2 is that they are the only information available at this moment. The reason why 

there are so many papers on Wi and W2 is that there is a lot of freedom available to 

construct different theories to explain the behavior of total cross sections in the absence 

of any knowledge about partial cross sections. The true understanding of what is really 

going on can be obtained only after the measurement of the final states of hadr-ons, 

It is easy to say that the measurements of hadron final states are important, but 

it is not easy to state precisely what features of the final states should be measured so 

that one can understand the nature better. The difficulty arises from the fact that in 

general the final hadron states are expected to consist of many particles; one-or two

particle final states are relatively rare. For example, when there are 6 particles in 

the final states we have 18 degrees of freedom from the momenta of the particles alone 

(besides momenta, we have to know their masses, spins. charges. etc.). Hence the 

analysis and presentation of the data depend very critically upon one's prejudice about 

what features of the data are physically significant. 

-191 
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Personally, I would like to have the following questions answered:
 
2,


1, When _q2 is large, say _q2 > 5 GeV are the composition of the final hadron 

states, multiplicity, and momentum distributions drastically different from the hadron 

final states at q2 = O? In the parton model, One assumes that partons are scattered 

incoherently when _q2 is large. Hence if the nature of the hadron final states is quite 

insensitive to q2, one would wonder the relevance of the parton picturc in describing 

the deep inelastic fJ.-p scatterings. 

2.	 There is a possibility of rare but interesting events associatcd with large _q2 
1 4, 

scattering s. Quarks, magnetic monopoles or dyon s 15 which are normally tightly 

bound may get knocked out by a very localized strong impact in the high (_q2) muon 

scatterings. 

3. Instead of the revolutionary parton picture, a more conventional picture may 

prevail, namely, even when _q2 is large, as long as mv > > _q2, multiperipheral 

mechanism and diffraction dissociation mechanism may dominate the cross section. 

The diffraction-dissociation mechanism manifests itself experimentally as having a 

high-energy secondary which has the quantum number of a photon. It would be inter

esting to know what fraction of the total cross section is due to the diffraction dissocia

tion. However, this is probably too much to ask because at this moment. Even for much 

investigated processes such as pp, TIp, or yp, we do not know the answer to this ques

tion. It is rather difficult to pin down what are the experimental manifestations of the 

multiperipheral model. The reason is that in any Feynman-diagram calculation the 

detailed predictions of energy and angular distributions depend very critically upon the 

spins and the types of couplings between the particles, and we do not know what are the 

particles (rr , P, W, proton, Pomeron, etc.) which occupy the legs and propagators of 

the multiperipheral diagrams. One thing which can be checked easily is whether the 

baryon exchange is important in the multiperiphcral model. If baryon exchange is im

portant, as in the model of Orell, Levy, and Yan, 12 one would expect most of the energy 

and momentum of the photon to go to a baryon instead of mesons. 

4. A simple kinematical eonsidcration shows that even when _q2 is large, as long 

as ill v > > _q2 peripheral or diffraction-dissociation types of mechanisms can be sig-
I'	 . 

nificant. However, when mv is not much larger than _q2, we expect that these mecha

nism no longer dominate the total cross section. The rising part of vW in the SJ.AC
2 

data as a Iunc t i on of _q2/m v cor re spond s to this kinematical region. In my opinion, this 
p 

region is the mo st interesting because it represents the central r-ol l i s io n. If a proton 

is a loosely bound system, we expec t most of the energy and momentum of the photon 

to go to a small number of particles and the angular distribution in the rest frame of 

the final hadron system to be highly unisotropic. On the other hand, if the proton is a 

tightly bound system, then we expect the energy and momentum of the photon to be 

-192 
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evenly distributed among the decay product and the angular distribution in the rest 

frame of the final hadron system to be almost isotropic. 

E. Production of p by a Virtual y from Proton 

The par-tori idea emphasizes the investigation of the virtual field content of a 

proton by a virtual y. One unsatisfactory feature of this idea is that it completely 

ignores the fact that a virtual photon also dissociates itself into hadrons and has its 

own virtual field content. If a photon turns into hadrons before it hits the tar get. then 

the simple picture of partons given in the previous section no longer holds. One is thus 

interested in what is the probability of a photon turning into hadrons before it interacts 

with a pr-oton. However, we Know such a question is m e an ing.le s s because the concept 

that a photon turns into something before it hits the target is not Lorentz invariant. 

To illustrate this point, let us consider two old-fashioned perturbation theory diagrams: 

NVV\f\,, _ 
\ 

I\JV\./\/'r- - - - 
I 

\ I
 
\ I
 

\ I
 

The sum of two di ag r am s is Lorentz invariant, but which diagram is 11101'e important 

clc pr-nd s upon the choice of coordinate system. Howcvo r , one can test the idea whether 

partons interact incoherently with a hard photon. A photon turning into flail vector 

meson and then scattering f'rorn the target has no analogue in the par-ton picture. If such 

a process is impor-tant, then it is a rn i s take to use the parton picture alone to describe 

the total cross sections. 

By measuring the cross section 

virtual y + P - voctor- particles - p, 

one can evaluate what is the p robub i l i ty of a photon turning into vector mesons bcfore 
1 6 

it interacts with the target proton. Many assunlPtions are necessary in o r-de r-to rn akc 

this estimate, but it is hoped that this e s t i m a to can be m adc by the following measure

m ent s : 

1. Arc there any more neutral vector me sons other than p, W, and o ? 

2. Ratio of longitudinally polarized vector mesons to transversally po Ia riz cd 

vector mesons. 

3. What is the q2 dependence of the production cross section, especially neal' 

the forward direction? 
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